
Lead Time
Stepping up in my aider, I ease my weight onto a ’situ head and eyeball

the incipient corner crack above. An over-used pin scar offers little hope for
a cam placement, but there’s a hint of a possibility where the scar merges
into the wafer-thin crack below. Out with the ‘brass’, and I reach high to
fiddle something in, then realise I need to make another step before I can
really see what I’m doing. Teetering precariously on the top rung, every
movement threatens to prompt a sudden inversion. However, my new
perspective allows me to wriggle an RP 0 into the crack, and it bites on a
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El Cap with Zodiac visible to the right of The Nose and Lurking Fear bounding
the left side. Photo Dominic Oughton
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Dominic jugging into the White Circle, Zodiac. Photo Bill Deakin

Rounding the tip of the Nipple Pitch, Zodiac. Photo Bill Deakin



crystal of granite. I clip in my other aider (but not the lead-rope – I’ve
learned that trick by now), and shout down: ‘Just testing this one.’A muffled
‘okay dokey’ from below reassures me that Bill isn’t snoozing, so I step into
the second aider and transfer my weight tentatively onto my right foot.
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Left – Pitch 7, Lurking Fear, with Cathedral Rocks in the background. 
Right – Happy 44th! Birthday morning on Zodiac Day 2. Photos Bill Deakin

Left – Bill demonstrates the fine art of cleaning on Lurking Fear.
Right – Bill on Lead Time. Photos Dominic Oughton



Relief! – It holds, and I’ve gained a precious three feet of progress up the
150ft pitch. Totally absorbed, I couldn’t tell you if that took one minute or
ten. Time doesn’t count for much ‘on the lead’; it’s just a matter of ticking
off the feet one by one.

You soon start to appreciate why, according to Chris McNamara – author
of ‘Yosemite Big Walls SuperTopo’ – ‘Most A3 pitches take two to three
hours’. Thirty feet higher and I trust my weight to another sliver of brass.
This time I’m not so lucky – the nut pops and I plummet downwards.
Happily it’s only a short fall; little more than five feet. If you do the sums
it must have been over in about half a second, but that’s more than enough
time for the mind to dispassionately audit the last three placements (a 0.4
Camalot on two cams, a hand-placed peg and an iffy Rock 3) and come to
the conclusion that something will probably hold. ‘You OK, Dom?’ ‘Yeah
– I’m good.’ Take a deep breath and Incy Wincy spider sets off to climb the
spout again.

Idle Time
Don’t get me wrong – belaying when big wall climbing requires some

skill and close attention. You inch out the lead-rope, always conscious of the
potentially imminent tug as your leader’s gear rips, whilst fighting a
constant battle to keep the lead-rope and haul-line from becoming
inextricably entwined with each other and any convenient sharp
protuberance in the vicinity.

It’s just that it doesn’t take up your whole brain. Like the little green
graph at the bottom of my PC screen, my CPU is sitting at 74% ‘System
Idle’. If it was wirelessly networked I could no doubt be collaborating with
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Left – Cooking on the edge – Thanksgiving Ledge, Lurking Fear.
Photo Dominic Oughton

Right – Living on the ledge – Settling in for the night. Photo Bill Deakin



a million others to identify signs of extraterrestrial life as part of the SETI
programme; as it is, my brain finds it’s own amusements. Much attention is
focused on processing the numerous nerve signals indicating dull aches and
pains from various parts of my body, as it dangles in a sit-harness, knees
jammed against unyielding granite. A small amount of effort goes into
making ineffectual adjustments to body position in fruitless response;
temporarily trading a sharp twinge in the right hip for a dull ache further up
the spine. All the senses are roped in to fill the void, with the
incomprehensible drawl of a valley tour-bus guide intruding one moment to
be displaced by a strong whiff of stale urine the next, only for a pair of
swooping birds to provide the next distraction. A half-remembered James
lyric floats through my brain: ‘This is a testing time; do I lose my mind? Go
walkabout? I’ve got the bends from pressure.’
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A light Big-Wall rack in Technicolor. Photo Bill Deakin

Left – Dom and Squirrel – both searching for nuts.
Right – ‘You’re going to need a whole bunch of draws!’ Photos Bill Deakin
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Left – Bill with Big Bertha and her even bigger sister – top of Zodiac.
Right – Nice and tidy – a place for everything on the bivvy.
Photos Dominic Oughton

Here’s to Big Walls – Essential kit: a beer, brew gear and couple of Friends.
Photos Bill Deakin & Dominic Oughton



Time ‘on the belay’ passes at a glacial pace. The Valley provides a giant
natural sun-dial, with the shifting shadows on the rock faces around you,
and the formations below, matching the pace of events. The first rays of
dawn pick out the Western Rim and the top of Middle Cathedral Rock
around 6.30am. Sunshine hits the Valley floor at 8.30am. 10.30am is marked
by the sudden temperature rise as a gazillion Watts of solar energy pops its
head over the top of the East Face of El Cap to fry you until about 4.30pm.
Night comes quite quickly around 7.00 as the sun disappears, leaving a hazy
pink glow above the Merced road.

Prep. Time
Rewind almost four years to the genesis of the current project. I haul

myself onto the top of El Cap for the first time, having just climbed The
Nose over an exhausting five days. Lips scorched, hands mashed and
bleeding, and back throbbing, I tie on to the belay and shout down ‘Safe,
Jim!’ for the last time. There follows the back-breaking work of hauling
‘The Pig’ up the last two hundred feet , and then there are a few minutes to
relax and take in the view whilst Jim jugs up. By the time his head appears
over the lip of the crag I’ve already decided – I’m coming back for more. 

Walking down off The Nose we passed a couple of Yanks coiling ropes
next to a prominent tree on the rim of the cliff. They’d just done Zodiac:
‘Totally casual, man – just really cool.’ That was it, my next objective was
decided. All I needed now was a partner, as Jim was already pretty clear that
he wouldn’t be rushing back to El Cap. A year later and flushed with success
from our trip up the Brandler-Hasse, Bill was easily persuaded, but it took
a couple of years to find a slot in both our diaries. By mid-July we’d finally
settled on a late August flight, just in time for me to head off to Norway for
five weeks, and Bill to the Alps. Prep. Time was going to be tight!

Despite only being in the same country for about three days before we
headed off, we were determined to prepare properly, and duly decided to
double the rigorous programme we had adopted prior to our Dolomites trip.
An initial planning session at the Grey Mare was followed with more
detailed discussions at the Harewood. We were therefore pretty fortunate to
arrive at Manchester airport with four bags of exactly 23kg each, and even
more so to find we’d got pretty much all we needed when we spread it all
out around our camp table. Having flown in at 10.00pm we were in the
Valley by 3.00am the next day and up at 6.00am to bagsy a spot on Camp
4. Filling in a couple of missing items from our gear list and buying beer
left plenty of time for packing and practising the assembly of my newly-
purchased portaledge in a tree. An early night saw us heading through the
pre-dawn towards Zodiac at 5.00 the next morning.
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Tea Time
The ceremony begins. Hang the

stove from its rattly chains, glug a
half-litre of precious water into the
pan and click the lighter. An alarming
‘WOOF’ is followed by a steady roar
as the heat kicks in, and its time to
sit back and wait for ‘the best drink
of the day’.

The refreshing quality of our
traditional English beverage is
well known, but the feeling of
well-being derived from brewing
up on a ledge a thousand feet up a
rock face goes beyond that. The
very fact that you can undertake
such a commonplace act in such
outrageous surroundings implies
subconsciously that everything
else must be normal too – it’s all
under control.

On this particular trip, the
tea ceremony was relegated to
second place behind the
popping of beer cans. It was my
fault – I suggested that we take
a single beer to celebrate my
birthday on the first night on

Zodiac. Before I knew it,
Bill had raised the
stakes to six,

arguing
that we
needed

one each
per night and
a couple for
the top.
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Beer – Best drink of the day.                      Photo Dominic Oughton



Down Time
Drifting lazily on my back I let the cool waters of the Merced river

soothe my aching muscles. I gaze up at ‘The Captain’, picking out the now
familiar landmarks of our route: The Circle; The Nipple Pitch; The Mark of
Zorro and The Black Tower. Less than 24 hours earlier I had gazed down
enviously from a mile above, at swimmers splashing in this very spot. Now
I gaze upwards and can’t wait to get on The Wall again. I’m not good at
resting, and after a shower and a few beers the alarm clock is already set for
5.00am the next morning so we can fix the first few pitches of Lurking Fear.
However, before then we’ve still got time for a few more beers, as we
recount tales of daring to the eager Camp 4 acolytes. El Cap has been pretty
quiet for the last few days and a team which has just done a route makes for
a popular turn at the camp fire: ‘Totally casual, man – just really cool.’
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‘Totally casual, man – just really cool.’ Photo Dominic Oughton


